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besser verpacken ...
... with the KOLB Group.
It‘s a claim that is also a promise. A promise that we‘ll 
provide an impressive variety of packaging solutions 
which are new every day.

It was back in 1933 that Hans Kolb first founded 
what has now become one of the most successful 
family-owned companies in the corrugated-board 
business. Corrugated board forms the basis of the 
packaging solutions from KOLB. Simply explained we 
are architects for your products “home”. 

Your customized packaging solution will be created 
by our teams of KOLB Design and KNAUER Design, 
the R&D division of the KOLB Group.

The convincing criteria for reaching your packaging  
goals is a modern production environment and, above 
all, the know-how of more than 1.000 committed 
employees.
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VISION

Together with our customers we will 

continue to respond to all the require-

ments of the market and accompany 

them with constant innovations.”

Angela Kolb and Alwin J. Kolb
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The Company
Our passion is both developing and producing corrugated board packaging  
solutions. Our claim “besser verpacken!” is more than just saying KOLB packaging 
solutions are better. Instead KOLB offers a wide range of developing and logistical 
service. As a family-owned company based in one of the most beautiful parts of 
Southern Germany, the Allgaeu as well as in the Swabian Jura and the Northern 
Black Forrest, we have been grown together with our customers over the past eight 
decades.

besser verpacken!

As early as in 1933 the basis for our suc-
cess was established. Since then the KOLB 
Group has developed step by step to an  
internationally active company. In 2014 we 
integrated Gebr. KNAUER GmbH + Co. KG 
even to increase our outstanding efficiency. 
We develop and produce packages, packaging 
materials and special products of corrugated 
cardboard. Our main duty is to face the mar-
ket‘s new challenges quickly and flexibly.

Packaging needs to conform to various  
requirements. Here KOLB packaging devel-
opment continues along a tailor-made path. 
According our motto “better packaging” the 
KOLB Design und KNAUER Design  teams 
with its long experience utilizes the most 
modern creativity systems.

Numerous different solutions can be tested 
and created, which always gives you the 
advantage. Highest flexibility is our demand 
and at the same time our promise when it 
comes to the development of the perfect 
packaging solution.

As producer of environmentally friendly recy-
clable products, the KOLB Group commits 
itself to a binding environmental policy to a 
great extent. 

Our company has always given significant 
value to the gentle handling of raw materials  
as well as the application of ecological energy 
in modern production procedures. Through 
our determination to protect the environ-
ment – binding for the whole of the company 
as well as for each individual employee – we 
adopted an exemplary position in the field of 
ecological protection. In this context we pro-
duce, for example, our own energy in terms of 
electricity and steam at our papermill HANS 
KOLB Papier.

... this is what our claim stands for:
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Sustainability through tradition

Long before the topic of sustainability was 
discussed in daily matters, it was exactly this 
course of action which was rooted in our com-
pany DNA. We base this on products which 
have long been certified with FSC and which 
are produced at all sites. Even the papermill 
HANS KOLB Papier pursues this self-concept 
as certified by independent institutions. More- 
over, we have always had a compact circu-
lar flow of raw materials within our own 
raw paper production since edge trimmings 
and punching waste are directly recycled to 
high-quality raw paper with added waste 

paper of suppliers in our region.

However, this is not enough: our com-
pany culture with flat hierarchies 

and an extremely short deci-
sion taking process perma-
nently keeps us on the cut-

ting edge – however, without 
forgetting what we have already 
reached and the consequent 

experience. An above-average 
job tenure is another impressive fact which 

proves this. 

Moreover, we socially stand by our origins: as 
sponsor of the “Kinderbrücke Allgaeu e. V.” 
(association to help children) we support this 
organization form the beginning of their work 
since over the past 10 years. 

One of our shareholders ist also member of 
the committee to make decisions in order to 
support sick children innocently afflicted with 
distress here in the region. This is done with-
out bureaucracy, with the necessary compre-
hension or simply with “the heart in the right 
place”.

Speaking of region: the majority of our pro-
duction and administration locations are in 
the “Allgaeu”. However, where farms used to 
be the most important economic mainstay in 
earlier times, it is now a balanced and – at the 
same time – specialized branch structure that 
characterizes the economic site of the Allgaeu. 
Since our foundation in 1933, we have grown 
with our customers and are proud to have 
many long-time business relationships. This is 
the basis for our requirement to continue to 
meet the market‘s growing demands in the 
future – since this is exactly what we under-
stand by sustainability.
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besser verpacken!

Print

Highest  

print performance  

in all disciplines



The colourful world of package printing: 
Welcome to KOLB Print+! Whether 
you are talking small brand names 
and small informational texts or full 
scale images in a high quality finish –  
our four printing systems will move 
your products to where they belong: 
Into the limelight!

You can choose from KOLB Flexo- 
HD-PostPrint, KOLB PrePrint, KOLB 
OffsetPrint and KOLB DigitalPrint  
– each one of which is a winner and 
together are designed to meet a varied 
range of requirements and exacting 
quality standards depending on your 
particular needs – including the size of 
your print run.

All product packaging must first and 
foremost communicate the most 
important product selling points clearly 
and immediately. 

But packaging can also be used to 
distinguish between different ones of 
your products, and is a vital factor in 
consumers’ buying decisions.

Combined Point-of-Sale and transport  
packaging solutions are able to achieve 
yet more: Their strong corrugated 
structure protects your products  
during transport, storage and delivery, 
and make your visions for your product 
come to life.

High-quality displays with impressive, 
large-scale images, by the way, make 
for real staying qualities – as well as 
making sure that there is no chance 
whatsoever for your product not to be 
noticed.

KOLB Print 

Moving your product into the limelight
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Outstanding print quality

HANS KOLB Wellpappe has a tradition of  
excelling in the production of cost effective 
printing products – such that it has become a 
regular winner of the renowned Grand Prix Cyrel  
packaging graphics award. 

However, the key to our success is fairly simple:  
We just have decades of experience in pro-
ducing outstanding packaging printing, the  
latest machinery and highly motivated staff – all 
working together to hold true to our promise:  
Delivering the best in package printing tech-
nology! We not only question conventional  
processes, but are also focussed on just one 
thing: Moving your products into the limelight! 
Or, to put it another way: Highest perfomance 
in all disciplines!

CONVINCING

The packaging actually is a visual sales  

argument and mainly contributes to pur-

chase decisions at the point of sale. 

KOLB Print+ literally offers on-the-spot  

solutions with its KOLB PrePress and 

KNAUER PrePress business areas.

Frank Patzt 
Daniel Keppeler 

KOLB PrePress 
KNAUER PrePress
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KOLB PrePress & KNAUER PrePress

Our KOLB PrePress and KNAUER PrePress pre-
press and graphics departments, as well as our 
development teams at KOLB Design and KNAUER 
Design are at the creative heart of our business. 
We make your wishes come true effectively and are 
always available to consult you. Digital 3D anima-
tions visualise your packaging solutions to this extent 
and support your product concept presentation right 
from the start.

OffsetPrint

OffsetPrint enables bril-
liant print results and highly precise post-processing: Even small and 
medium-sized print runs can be delivered at short notice. OffsetPrint 
made by KNAUER, the offset print competence centre of the KOLB 
Group of Companies.
Our prepress ensures uniform images. Depending on the types of 
raw paper and corrugated flutes used, it ensures that all of the 
images printed are uniform and identical – which is of advantage 
in particular when printing multi-component packaging systems.

Flexo-HD-PostPrint

KOLB Flexo-HD-PostPrint was developed in response to 
the shear variety of images printed onto packaging these days.  
A variety that is created by using high quality, specialist printing  
systems or the latest inline technology to print images onto corru-
gated cardboard sheets. These systems ensure that all of the flutes 
on the cardboard are perfectly printed and, using up to seven differ-
ent colours, turn even small print-run paperboard boxes into high- 
recognition packaging solutions featuring anything from simple 
information texts or symbols to numbers, or even full-size images 
and random prints. These prints are, by the way, always sure to 
be a perfect fit. This is also why our demands simply mirror our 
promise: KOLB Print+ – Delivering the best in package printing 
technology!

KOLB Print 
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Refined finishing touches

Our finishing technologies, such partial UV-varnish-
ing, blind and foil embossing and beautiful matt-
gloss finishes are bound to yet make an ever bigger 
impression and are produced using efficient com-
puter-to-plate equipment, thus allowing them to be 
produced fast and cost efficiently.

KNAUER HighBright

We have developed KNAUER HighBright for a pin-
sharp POS presentation. We use print substrates with 
an unprecedented and, most importantly, consistent 
whiteness for so-called CORES screen prints with a level 
of detail making every single image point virtually come 
alive. Or, simply put: More colour, more whiteness, 
more presence at the POS.

It goes without saying that our prepress and production 
processes are certified according to the current offset 
print process standard (PSO), thus ensuring a reliable 
and repeatable print quality at any time

Das Druck- und Medienunternehmen

hat die Qualitätsprüfung seiner Produktionsprozesse entsprechend der im

ProzessStandard Offsetdruck

defi nierten Sollvorgaben und Toleranzen erfolgreich bestanden.

Die Prüfung umfasste folgende Parameter:

  

Für die ordnungsgemäße Durchführung, Prüfung und Zertifi zierung durch 
das Institut für PrintProcessManagement (IPM) unterzeichnen:

 
Dipl.-Ing. Michael Müller                                                      Dipl.-Ing. Maik Resing
Geschäftsführender Gesellschafter                                                        Geschäftsführender Gesellschafter
 

Dipl.-Ing. Michael Müller                                                      Dipl.-Ing. Maik Resing
Geschäftsführender Gesellschafter                                                        Geschäftsführender Gesellschafter

 • CIELa*b*-Farborte (Primär- und Sekundärfarborte)
 • Farbabstände zum Soll (delta E-Werte)
 • Abweichungen: dH, da, db, dL
 • Tonwertzunahme Primärfarben
 • Tonwertzunahmespreizung Primärfarben

Zertif ikat

Dipl.-Ing. Michael Müller                                                      Dipl.-Ing. Maik Resing
Geschäftsführender Gesellschafter                                                        Geschäftsführender Gesellschafter
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COR-1-Plus PrePrint

KOLB PrePrint is the perfect packaging printing solu-
tion for high-resolution printed images in particular 
where size can’t be an issue. KOLB PrePrint, HANS 
KOLB Wellpappe’s Flexo-PrePrint system, allows you 
to print up to 8 different colours on cardboard blanks 
in advance of producing corrugated flutes using envi-
ronmentally friendly colours and varnishes and with 
up to 70 pixels / cm².

The precision of die-cuts

Our lined offset printed sheets are further processed 
using the latest high-precision machinery. The special 
identification tags on these sheets are scanned by 
high-performance cameras and then used to align 
the sheets to millimetre-precision in front of the die 
cutters – creating perfect flutes and die-cuts to match 
the outstanding print quality of your packaging.

KOLB Print 

The fact that size simply isn’t an 
issue when it comes to pre-printing 
packaging in this way is more than 
evident when printing 2,500 mm 
wide paper at an advance length 
of 4,500 mm. KOLB PrePrint has 
now gained a reputation as an out-
standing performer when printing 
over such large dimensions, in 

high and extremely high print runs. 
KOLB PrePrint is simply taking KOLB 
Print+ to another dimension. Willing 
to try?
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Versatility

It doesn’t generally matter to the packaging which 
printing system is used to create it. However, what 
does matter is that the print matches the packagings 
requirements and that it is flawless. Because, more 
often than not, it will be a combination of different 
technologies that give multiple-component packag-
ing solutions their colourful look.

High quality prints on corrugated  
cardboard or high-recognition packaging  

solutions using KOLB Flexo-HD-PostPrint.
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KOLB DigitalPrint

KOLB DigitalPrint is our answer to printing requiries 
for prototypes and small quantities. They all become 
real eye-catchers using the latest packaging digital- 
printing technology.

Even on single faced flute we are able to offer print-
ing your artwork in a very bright and shiny manner. 
By the way: International awards demonstrate the 
performance and flexibility of KOLB DigitalPrint 
impressively.

No matter if single faced flute, flat surfaces or a com-
bination of them: The only thing which counts is your 
creativity.

COROLOR combined with  
KOLB DigitalPrint gives the  

packaging optic and  
haptic highlights.

KOLB Print 
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besser verpacken!

Packaging

Packaging with 

a system



The requirements on packaging are varied – and so are the solu-
tions offered by HANS KOLB Wellpappe. Cardboard boxes, die-cut 
packaging, packaging interiors, sheets, trays and much more offer 
protection to your product during storage and transport.

Here, the necessary size is not the only important factor of the 
packaging. In fact, KOLB‘s quality process begins with the selection 
of the suitable corrugated cardboard. Permanent control and certi-
fication of containerboard and corrugated cardboard produced to 
the customers‘ specifications are standard as well as a quick and 
flexible delivery of your order.

Custom-made closure:
Flap closure, stapling or glue  
strip closure are the different  

possibilities to produce a  
corrugated cardboard box  

from a corrugated sheet.

KOLB Packaging

Packaging for every purpose
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Exact punch – perfect packaging

Die-cutting of the corrugated cardboard paper exact to the milli- 
metre are the basis for the die-cut packaging assembled and glued 
on site in the actual production process, such as e. g. cup crates. 

We guarantee dimensional accuracy: from the first to the millionth 
cardboard packaging. On most modern processing systems we  
naturally also produce self erecting packaging.
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Outside shipping box – inside clever

Your product with all its requirements always challenges the  
KOLB Design team when it comes to the development of your 
packaging solution. The combination of packaging and intelligent 
interior simplifies logistics and offers true handling advantages.

Did you know? 
By using various interiors, often  
only one single cardboard box is 
necessary for numerous products  
or product groups.

KOLB Packaging
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Trays with effect and durability

The combination of fine corru-
gated profiles confers a certain 

“understatement” to the shelf 
tray. Thus reserved and reduced 
in raw materials, the shelf box 
protects your product and, at 
the same time, presents it at the 
very fore by remarkable printing 

possibilities. Regardless of 
Flexo post print, in COR-1-
plus Flexo-preprint or as 
offset print: your product is 
always in the center! How 
do you realize “high pressure 

sales through printing”?

Selling with “high pressure print”

Your company logo, corporate ID, appealing graphics 
or a full-surface print make your packaging an infor-
mation and/or image medium. Using various printing 

technologies, we deliver brilliant print images 
with up to eight colours, or, simply put: Best 
performance in every aspect – whether off-
line or in-line production.

PEAK PERFORMANCE

Our certified quality standards mean that 

my team's full dedication, know-how and 

commitment is at the very heart of each 

and every packaging product. This ensures 

an inspiring and convincing performance – 

every single day.

Manfred Hecht 

Head of Corrugated Cardboard Production
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Stacking for the advanced

No matter if we are talking of shelf trays, stacking trays or 
display insert trays: It is important to pursue an accurate 
stacking ability for transport reasons as well as impressive 
presentation at the Point-of-Sale. KOLB‘s SafetyStackTray 
fulfils this demand to an unmatched extent. Slightly tapered 
corner joints connect the single trays making them absolutely 
slip-proof, thus presenting the innovative answer to previous 
stacking lugs.

Corners they connect:
Thanks to the clever design  
it is easy stacking high 
without any stacking lugs.

The daily requirements of goods‘ logistics – primarily within the FMCG‘s and discounter‘s  
segment – pose highest sales and transport packaging demands. After all, it is important to 
guarantee a maximum of transport safety on non-homogeneous mixed pallets.

So-called conventional stacking lugs often impede more than help for when the relevant lug 
does not exactly fit into the provided trench of the following tray the danger of crippling occurs. 
Sometimes “less” is better than “more”, proverbially speaking. More advantages in handling 
internal logistics, shipping and product placement in retail are achieved by the SafetyTrack-
Tray which avoids conventional stacking lugs and secures indenting of trays during correctly 
sorted packing.

By innovative corner joints, the stacking ability  
of different tray sizes, e. g. on mixed pallets,  
is improved since there are no protruding lugs

KOLB SafetyStackTray

Getting more with less –  
safe stacking, without “lugs” 

    new
corner design
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Small corners, large effect

By small corner joints, the SafetyStackTray is easily accessible from top at any time. By one or 
two dimensional security the SafetyStackTray faces the increasing demands. So it is possible 
to strip horizotally, if wanted. Speaking of stripping: even if, for example, stacking lugs appear 
only in millimetres, they impede the filling of the assortment boxes. Already by reducing the 
lifting path, the tray handling is measurably easier.

Assembling in no time

Existing assembling machines only 
need to be slightly modified in order to 
be able to process the particular corner  
construction of the SafetyStackTray. 
Incidentally, for small batches we 
also have a solution to be assembled  
manually – of course, with the same 
outstanding features.

Even constructing 
displays solutions with the 
SafetyStackTray is possible 
without any problem.

No slipping or crippling:
With the SafetyStackTray the daily tray handling is 
not just easy. It also helps to save ressources and costs.

STACKABLE

Using the SafetyStackTray by  

KOLB, we do not only eliminate 

conventional stacking nibs but  

also demonstrate the combined 

development know-how of  

KOLB Design and KNAUER Design.

Martina Fleschutz & Reinhard Kartheininger

KOLB Design
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The safe Bag-in-Box solution made by KOLB

Guaranteed Freshness

Due to gravitation the bag will be without oxygen 
at any time while deflating. As an positive effect the 
originally taste of the product will last until the very 
last drop.

Applications

The most frequent filled goods are dairy products, 
cooking oil, concentrates, juices, dressings, sauces, 
water or wine. No matter if aseptical or non-asep-
tical filling: KOLB BIB works with all kind of liquid or 
jelly-like goods.

Approved Design

The innovative construction design of KOLB BIB 
combines many issues within an approved filling 
and packaging concept and numerous new and 
clever details. No matter if beverages, further food 
or nonfood products, e. g. from the chemical indus-
tries, every liquid or jelly-like good will be safely and 
secured packed in KOLB BIB.

Market driven and sustainable

KOLB BIB is a modular made-to-measure Bag-in-Box 
packaging solution with a sustainable added value. 
Thanks ot low storage costs due to flat delivery of the 
boxes and special material specifications KOLB BIB is 
an outstanding packaging system for liquid an jelly 
like products. A further advantage of KOLB BIB is the 
separated recyclability of bags and boxes.

BETTER 
TO BE 
SAFE

» SAFE
» SUSTAINABLE
» ATTRACTIVE
» INNOVATIVE

KOLB BIB
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besser verpacken!

Display

Attractive at the  

Point-of-Sale



Your product is subject to a continuously growing product diversity. Counter, shelf 
and booth displays, however, help to present the real star at the Point-of-Sale.  
A power of attraction with character which has the greatest impact on your 
growth of sales.

KOLB Display

Attractive at the Point-of-Sale
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One material – many solutions

Display and sales promoting demands are various. 
However, KOLB displays are completely made of  
corrugated cardboard. Stability in line with multi- 
functionality, design and recyclability. 

By using special kinds of corrugated cardboard, such 
as COR-3D, the “w-flute” of HANS KOLB Wellpappe, 
we produce a visually and haptically one-of-a-kind 
experience already on the surface of the corrugated 
board.
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In the right spotlight: prints in offset, flexo and 
other kinds of printing

The most decisive factor in the perception, and the 
decision to buy, your products and brand remains the 
complete appearance as regards the overall impres-
sion at the Point-of-Sale. Here the decisive point is a 
perfect print: scatter print, user-determined image or 
impressive all-over printing.

With KOLB PostPrint, KOLB PrePrint and KOLB 
OffsetPrint we offer the appropriate possibilities 
with regard to colours, kind and quantity of the cor-
responding display solutions. 

With KOLB DigitalPrint you attain a professional 
preview of how the later display series will look like 
from the very first prototype. Of course, we also com-
bine the individual procedures. 

By the way: the KOLB Design team offers exactly 
the support you need: from specific data processing 
to professionally designing the whole of the printing 
image according to your Corporate Design in order 
to achieve a display “made of one piece”. And how 
will your product look like in the display made of one 
piece?

Creativity to the maximium:
Our team of KOLB Design 
supports you with a wide 
range of ideas and solutions.

KOLB Display
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Easy handling

Dumping, trays for filling products 
with or without regular shelf carton.  
Countercards or ¼ or ½ Chep booth 
displays – the various kinds of displays 
are suitable for a variety of products, 
whether they are food or non-food 
products in bottles, cases or blisters: 
the application for different top part 
trays or specific punching cuts can eas-
ily be realized.

Which products do you combine next?

DESIGN ORIENTED

We at KOLB and KNAUER continue to 

set new standards with our innovative 

display designs for counter, shelf and 

standalone displays. To provide variety 

and stability, we can always rely on  

high quality and ease-of use.

Marcel Haug

KNAUER – Printing, Packaging, Display
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From small to LARGE

Naturally, also shelf and counter trays present an extraordinary 
opportunity to impress at the Point-of-Sale. Developed as modular 
tray and display conception or according to shelf-ready-packaging 
(SRP) parameters, the visual impression is not the only decisive factor:

In fact, it is indispensable to achieve overall packaging aims with 
respect to stability, filling or even re-filling and general handling.

The feasibility is hardly limited and the best part of it is: we also 
give advice on questions of optimal shelf or special co-packing  
requirements.

KOLB Display
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besser verpacken!

Specials

Single faced flute  

for new applications



COR-3D:
The Third Dimension

COR-3D was inspired by waves – and 
this has resulted in packaging concepts 
that represent highly intelligent ecolog-
ical solutions. COR-3D, the wave-flute 
from HANS KOLB Wellpappe, has an 
impressive and unique flute profile, 
outstanding lateral and longitudinal 
stability and a great look and feel to it. 
That way it not only appeals to the eye, 
it also feels fantastic.

For creative applications you have a 
choice of 16 bright standard colours 
and 2 especially brilliant Silver or Gold 
CORGLANZ surfaces. In sheets or off-
the-roll, COR-3D is the basis of stylish 
presentation packaging for wine, gifts 
and much more. 

Yet apart from all the colour variety, 
the fluting typical of HANS KOLB Well-
pappe is made from just two paper 
layers, with extraordinary strength for 
constructive die-cut packaging or as 
single-faced flute for further manufac-
turing.

As a flexible material off-the-roll, or as 
CORBAND, COR-3D has now made a 
name for itself as an innovative corru-
gated board. 

Total safety: forgery-proof security with 
COR-3D. Since COR-3D, even as a flute 
profile, has a certain independent look 
of its own, individualizing it with foil 
embossing or even using the Flexo-Pre-
Print method on the flute paper are 
more than just individual additions –  
they also prevent the packaging solu-
tion from being plagiarized. 

Whether it‘s constructive strength, cre-
ative grace or a whole new feel: pack-
aging is better with COR-3D.

Attraction for success:
Good look and an out-

standing feeling for your 
gift and presentational 

packaging made of single 
faced flute.

KOLB Specials

Single faced flute for  
new applications
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Yellow

Orange

Red

Pink

Purple

Blue

Green

Dark Green

Natural Brown

Brown

Black

Grey

White

Multicolour

Silver

Gold
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COROLOR

Colour variety for creative crafts and impressive presentations.  
16 + 2 x 4 is the formula for the colourful world of COROLOR.  
Coloured corrugated board in 16 standard colours and 2 especially 
brilliant CORGLANZ surfaces. 

And that‘s not all: as fluting profiles, COR-3D, F-, E- and B-flute 
all provide solutions to a huge variety of creative applications. 
Sheets for handicraft and deco corrugated board just as much as 
presentation packaging and special interiours for a colourful look 
make COROLOR the allrounder where variety of form and colour is  
required. 

Like things to be even more individual? With large order quantities 
we‘ll be happy to combine your own special colour assortment: e. g. 
the smooth outer cover in natural brown paired with the flute in 
striking-looking red. 

What‘s the perfect solution to suit you?

CREATIVE

Product and packaging designers are 

in constant need of new, creative and 

innovative ideas. KOLB Specials not only 

provides new inspiration in this regard 

but also delivers concrete extraordinary 

solutions in brilliant colours and multi-

tude of various applications.

Stephanie Endres

KOLB Specials / KOLB Print+
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CORBOARD

With its sturdy elegance, CORBOARD is an attrac-
tive combination of flute profiles and colour variety. 
Double-flute corrugated board with a single face in 
COR-3D, F- or E-flute. Like things to be especially 
sturdy?

We recommend a double COR-3D sheet. Need a fine 
surface without having to dispense with the special 
look of single-faced corrugated board? 

How about the combination of COR-3D as a basis 
and fine F-flute as a visible outer profile? Regardless 
of what you decide on, CORBOARD will always pro-
vide you with the stable basis you need. The rest is 
defined entirely by your own taste.

Option for impression:
Of course we are able to print all CORBAND  
and CORLONG solutions due to your requirements.

KOLB Specials
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CORBAND

Metre-for-metre edge protection is 
provided by CORBAND. The band 
packaging from singlefaced corrugated 
board protects your product (e. g. par-
quet or laminate panels) exactly where 
it‘s essential: at edges and corners that 
are prone to bumps and collisions.

COR-3D in particular, 
with its wave-flute and 

the resulting lateral and 
longitudinal stability, provides 

unique advantages with regard 
to the packing process. Simply 

put, two paper layers are used to 
create a packaging solution that has 

been optimized with regard to both 
performance and price. Naturally we 
also offer CORBAND in our linear 
fluted profiles – exactly according to 
your requirements. 

It‘s quickly clear that a packaging solu-
tion as minimalist as this provides all 
the necessary protection during logis-
tics, storage and transport. It‘s also 
clear that print really impresses. With 
up to 8 PrePrint colours, ecologically 
intelligent band packaging becomes a 
true advertising medium.

CORLONG

When packed in a tube, long packaged 
items such as wood profiles, skis, table-
legs, curtain-rails are far more securely 
packed: it takes only seconds for the 
CORLONG tube to be pulled over 
them, providing proper padding and 
protection for transport. CORLONG is 
the long solution for short packaging 
processes. 

And by that we not only mean the 
length of the packaged item but also 
the long-term flexibility: you only need 
as much packaging as your product 
requires. Naturally we can also print 
your CORLONG packaging solution 
just the way you like.

CORLONG:
Our “long” solution for short  

packaging processes.
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CORFLEX – Do-it-yourself-Flexibility

CORFLEX, the corrugated board with the thin, 
smooth inner side and the robust outer surface. Many 
items are sensitive to bumps and have surfaces that 
can easily be damaged; via general purpose or indi-
vidual scoring for many packaging sizes, CORFLEX 
can package and pad items with extreme flexibility. 
Suitable for furniture, doors, profiles, panels, glass, 
mirrors and lamps as well as all other fragile items, 
CORFLEX is specially manufactured according to 
your padding and transport-protection requirements. 
Whether in rolls, sheets or die-cut: CORFLEX enables 
you to pack just the way you want. How flexible do 
you want your packaging to be?

CORQUICK – 
faster packaging with press & go

CORQUICK is the quick packaging helper made from 
single-faced corrugated board with integrated seal-
ing for books, brochures, CDs, DVDs and many other 
products.

CORQUICK cold-seal corrugated board has a coating 
of adhesive on its flute sheet that sticks only to itself* 
and remains neutral in behaviour with other materials.

CORQUICK means easy handling, and saves you costs. 
The outstanding padding properties of CORQUICK 
derive from use of single-faced B-flute. It also gets 
its stability from a special selection of primary-fibre 
paper. CORQUICK also features several impressive 
printing options: from mono-chromatic (or up to 
7-colour) KOLB PostPrint to 8-colour KOLB Pre-
Print, we‘ll be happy to realize your requirements. 
Because we don‘t just package it quicker, we also 
package it better.

* Effect lasts for 6 months when properly stored

CORFLEX: Offers you the  
perfect protection for bump  

sensitive goods.

Single-faced flute  
for new applications

KOLB Specials
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CoatedProducts®

Coated corrugated 

board for undreamt-of 

Advantages



“Packaging that‘s better” –

it‘s a claim more than lived up to by multifunctional and high-tech corrugated board from 
KOLB CoatedProducts®, not least because of the protective properties of the often unique 
coating technologies. Product protection for all kinds of applications and sectors provide new 
challenges on a daily basis. With our modular coating application we can develop a coating as 

the basis of packaging systems and tools tailored to your special requirements.

Processing

 » all coated products are printable  
with up to seven colours

 » form and contruction like regular  
corrugated board

 » sealing types: taping, folding, stapling
 » coated storage and stacking systems
 » all products are made of materials  
with a natural basis

 » combination of coatings possible

Standard coatings

 » electrostatic defence
 » protection against corrosion
 » dust-free
 » hygienical
 » moisture resistant
 » heat or wear resistant
 » non-slip or sliding

Our coatings are special 
tailored for your needs!

KOLB CoatedProducts®

High-tech corrugated board for your products
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Relax about static: 
packaging systems with electrostatic protection

CORSTAT™, CORTRONIC® and CORTRUST packaging systems 
give you perfect protection from uncontrolled electrostatic dis-
charges, and always have perfect handling with regard to controlled 
dissipation of energy on the packaging surface. In accordance with 
the Faraday cage principle, your electronic product is always pro-
tected during storage, internal logistics and dispatch – both inside 
and outside EPA sectors as well as coating technology, CORTRUST 
packaging systems also feature comprehensive corrosion protec-
tion as standard.

CORTRONIC® and CORTRUST are  
printable with up to seven colours

SAFELY COATED

KOLB CoatedProducts® provides guaranteed 

protection and utmost functionality for 

various applications, to meet demanding 

packaging and logistics requirements. An 

additional benefit: Using these economic 

packaging systems featuring sustainable 

corrugated cardboard packaging means  

that you actively protect the environment.

Michael Hartmann

KOLB CoatedProducts®
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VCI systematic corrosion 
protection: CORRUST

Metallic ferrous and nonferous metal 
packaging items have to be specially 
protected against corrosion. VCI-
coated CORRUST corrugated board 
provides effective protection for cor-
rosion-sensitive packaged items. Stor-
age and transport no longer require 
any preliminary and time-consuming 
packaging process: the conventional 
packing of these sensitive products 
often used to include greasing and later 
degreasing of the surfaces.

CORRUST does it cleverly

The elaborate working steps are quite 
simply dispensed with. A generously 
dimensioned coating isolates VCI mol-
ecules inside the inner atmosphere of 
the packaging. As a result their polar 
character makes them settle on the sur-
face of metallic packaged goods and 
prevents a reaction of oxygen with the 
metallic surface (passivation).

Always protected:  
VCI-coated CORRUST-protects your 

products against corrosion

KOLB CoatedProducts®
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Presentation that‘s transparently good – 
SKINBOARD®

SKINBOARD® is the corrugated board with increased 
adhesion for skin foil. With additional VCI corrosion 
protection, the result is CORRUST SKINBOARD®. 
The skin materials used here are PE and Surlyn®.

CORRUST SKINBOARD® also gives 
you an up to seven-colour printing 
option. That‘s why SKINBOARD® or  
CORRUST SKINBOARD® is the presenta-
tion packaging that places your product at 
centre stage. The transparent skin foil gives your 
product a skin-tight fit and always makes it look  
fantastic.

Choice of advantages:
Available in E, B, C, EB, EE,

BC and FE flute. All types guarantee 
high stability and no loosening of 

the corrugated board structure by 
foil springback.
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Grease, moisture and mould – 
we have something against them!

Grease-resistant coating

Oily and greasy products such as ball 
bearings should be safely and securely 
packed throughout dispatch and stor-
age. Thanks to the grease-resistant 
coating system from KOLB Coated-
Products® protection from grease 
is guaranteed throughout the entire 
duration of logistics and dispatch.

Moisture-resistant coating

Moisture is the natural enemy of cor-
rugated board packaging. But not 
where the moisture-resistant special 
coating on KOLB CoatedProducts® 
is concerned. Special hardened varnish 
creates a highly efficient barrier against 
any kind of moisture.

Variety for all needs:
Different parafinum coatings are the 
perfect protection as you like it.

No “entry”:

With special coatings against moisture not only your 
product will be protected – even the area around 
the Air-Pet-Box is secured of “animals moisture” in  
nervous situations.

KOLB CoatedProducts®

Anti-mould coating

To prevent the formation of fungus 
or mould we have developed storage 
containers that provide the maximum 
possible product protection even in 
damp and badly ventilated storage 
atmospheres.

Wax coating

Whether as an insert or a complete 
export package, products can be sent 
on their way securely packed thanks 
to a special wax coating – even in hard 
climatic conditions.
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Scented and hygienic coatings

Scented coatings
Special scented coatings turn standard packaging into a multisen-
sual experience. Whether it‘s a faint scent of roses or of coconut,  
or of cinnamon and gingerbread flavour at Christmas time, you‘ll  
be certain to impress people with scented coatings from KOLB 
CoatedProducts®.

FlameRetard
is our name for the flame-retardant, coated corru-
gated board for display presentations and packaging, 
for packed items with special security requirements. 
Depending on your requirements we will reach sev-
eral building classes.

Stop & Go: non-slip and sliding coatings

Packages or intermediate layers that have adhesive or gliding 
properties are used either to fix goods during transport or for the  
horizontal automatic loading of boxes and trays. Two different  
coatings provide different results, but they have one thing in  
common: process optimization and the simplification of your pack-
aging process. Rub-resistant coatings also help you to send even 
rough items safely.
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Hard & Soft:
Surface protection and secure transport for your product

Soft coatings serve to protect surface-sensitive goods. The slip-resistant function 
also has a positive effect on transport safety. Varnished and sensitive parts will be 
securely packed in a perfect manner.

The power of packaging:
Your choice of over 350 coatings will 

give your product the storage and 
transport safety it needs. We are glad 
to assist you with our special tailored 

coatings due to your demand!

The corrugated board types (1:1)

F-Flute

E-Flute

B-Flute

C-Flute

FE-Flute

EE-Flute

EB-Flute

BC-Flute

KOLB CoatedProducts®
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Service for advanced

The reputation of the KOLB Group is not only based 
on its high-quality products. But the quality approach 
also covers all aspects of delivery and just-in-time 
availability of our goods.

The KOLB logistics department has at its disposal a 
vehicle fleet with more than 40 trucks, and can thus 
guarantee just-in-time delivery and efficient order 
handling.

We are furthermore glad to assist you in every demand 
regarding packaging automation, co-packing and 
many more topics of state-of-the-art packaging  
processes.

Committed to  
better packaging!

KOLB Logistics & Service
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HANS KOLB Wellpappe GmbH & Co. KG
Dr.-Lauter-Straße 2
D-87700 Memmingen

Tel. +49 8331 975-0
Fax +49 8331 975-235
info@kolb-wellpappe.com

Gebr. KNAUER GmbH + Co. KG
Uracher Straße 95
D-72581 Dettingen / Erms

Tel. +49 7123 72 09-0
Fax +49 7123 72 09-20
info@knauer-verpackung.de

www.kolb-wellpappe.comwww.knauer-verpackung.de

Our specialists
are available for you

KOLB Packaging
packaging@kolb-wellpappe.com

KOLB Print +
print@kolb-wellpappe.com

KOLB Specials
specials@kolb-wellpappe.com

KOLB Display
display@kolb-wellpappe.com

KOLB CoatedProducts®

cp@kolb-wellpappe.com
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